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Preface
This research report is the outcome of a ten week summer research scholarship, organised by
Lincoln University and the industry sponsor, Boffa Miskell Ltd. The purpose of the scholarship is to
provide students with the opportunity to work on a research project in a professional environment,
while developing a research report that is useful to the industry sponsor. The Summer Research
Scholarship was based within the School of Landscape Architecture, in the Faculty of Environment,
Society and Design of Lincoln University. It was funded jointly by the Tertiary Education Commission,
The Faculty of Environment, Society and Design, and Boffa Miskell Ltd, Christchurch. Boffa Miskell
Ltd is a company that often works on Structure Plans. As practitioners they are able to see the
potential benefits of drawing upon international literature to develop a better, more effective
method to ensure New Zealand Structure Plans are providing best practice strategies for sustainable
development. This research aims to contribute to the development of this method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Context: Structure Plans

Structure Plans in New Zealand are a non‐statutory method of land use planning (Quality Planning,
2009). They do not have any explicit legal status or statutory effect unless provided for as part of a
statutory planning document, such as a District Plan (e.g. as policies and rules, or a zone).
Nonetheless, Territorial Local Authorities (TLAs) and developers throughout New Zealand
increasingly recognize the value of preparing Structure Plans to manage sustainable development of
communities. They are frequently used as the first step in a plan change process, particularly in peri‐
urban areas and other landscapes that are sensitive to change, and as a framework for project
planning and the introduction of more specific resource management provisions.
However while Structure Plans are increasingly used as a key tool in sustainable development, there
is both need and opportunity to improve on the current practice of how to include issues of
sustainability in the Structure Planning process. Currently, there is little guidance and no common
framework or system for measuring the sustainability of actions proposed in a Structure Plan, and
“there is neither sufficient experience nor has sufficient time elapsed to enable feedback from
monitoring structure plan processes/implementation” (Auckland Regional Council, 2000). As a
consequence, it is difficult to benchmark for best practice, or to monitor the effectiveness of New
Zealand Structure Plans.
This report provides a conceptual indicator framework that can be used to assist in improving the
way Structure Plans in New Zealand address sustainable development goals. The proposed
framework will support professionals in developing Structure Plans that adopt sustainability practices
that are up to date with the latest thinking across the globe.

1.2

Purpose of the Report

The purpose of this report is to present a conceptual Sustainable Development Indicator framework
that can aid the preparation, monitoring and benchmarking processes of Structure Planning in New
Zealand. The report provides an overview of the current best practice in the use of Sustainable
Development Indicator frameworks at the local structure planning scale, based upon an international
literature review, and analysis of “grey” literature such as project reports available on the internet. It
identifies a series of important lessons about sustainability indicators, and uses them to develop a
framework that can be applied at different stages in the process of preparing a Structure Plan.
The research upon which the report is based involved investigating local scale planning in other
countries, particularly Structure Plans (or equivalent), and the way in which they incorporate the
fundamentals of sustainable development. A particular focus was the way other countries have used
Sustainable Development Indicator frameworks in local planning documents, as well as an
exploration of what kinds of indicators are used at this scale. An overview of the New Zealand
planning and sustainable development framework is included to provide context for the analysis.
For the purposes of the report, Structure Planning is defined as the process of creating a spatial plan
for the arrangement of activities, spaces and built forms through which future (re)development will
be guided (Auckland Regional Council, 2000). It is a process most commonly undertaken at the local
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scale by local government, for areas that are expected to undergo development in the near future. A
landowner, developer or a group of developers can also undertake Structure Planning to guide major
projects.

The format of the report is as follows:‐
Chapter Two provides a description of current concepts of Sustainable Development, Structure
Planning in New Zealand, and Sustainable Development Indicator frameworks. It outlines a range of
processes, definitions and case studies that are later used to inform the development of a
sustainability indicator framework for New Zealand Structure Plans.
Chapter Three outlines a set of lessons from the literature that can usefully inform the preparation of
a new framework. It includes an overview of some of the latest research in sustainable planning
issues, case study and methodology reviews, as well as refining some of the concepts dealt with in
the study.
Chapter Four presents a proposal for a conceptual framework for selecting and applying a set of
sustainability indicators to the Structure Planning process. The hybrid framework is derived from the
lessons learned from the literature and is intended to provide the conceptual basis for a practical
method that can be applied throughout the Structure Planning process by practitioners and
stakeholders.
Chapter Five draws conclusions from the investigation, and identifies directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Concepts in Sustainable Development and Structure Planning
2.1

Introduction

This chapter reviews the key concepts used in the application of sustainable development principles
to planning and land development projects, with a particular emphasis upon the frameworks that
shape approaches to the use of indicators and benchmarking. It begins with an overview of
Sustainable Development in the planning context, with a focus on the New Zealand statutory
framework. It then describes the concept of Sustainable Development Indicators, and the different
types of framework in which they sit. There is an outline of criteria for selecting good Sustainable
Development Indicators as well as a brief description of benchmarking for best practice. The chapter
concludes with three international case study examples of sustainable development programmes
used in conjunction with local planning processes, which have been useful in developing the
concepts for an indicator framework that can be used to aid New Zealand’s Structure Plans.
The content of this chapter is based upon current literature from peer reviewed journal articles,
books and internet sources.

2.2

Defining Sustainable Development

This section briefly examines definitions and principles of sustainable development. It presents the
basis upon which the subsequent parts of the study are undertaken, but does not claim to be a
comprehensive survey, which is beyond the scope of this report.
2.2.1

Definitions

Sustainable Development has become an important concept in policy‐making across the globe since
the early 1990s (MFE, 2002). There are numerous definitions. The term Sustainable Development
literally means ‘the act or process of bringing to a more advanced or effective state whilst being
capable of keeping in existence’. 1 . However there are many ways in which sustainable development
has been interpreted. The most commonly cited definition is from the report ‘Our Common Future’,
also known as the Brundtland Report, which was prepared under the auspices of the World
Commission on Environment and Development (1987):
“Sustainable Development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
This definition illustrates the diverse, multi dimensional character of Sustainable Development
(Cherchye & Kuosmanen, 2002). Sustainable Development has been subsequently redefined by
numerous scientists and authorities. The following definitions are sourced from the Sustainability
Measures website (www.sustainablemeasures.com), as an illustration of the diversity of definitions
that is now typical, each with a different emphasis.
 “improving the quality of life while living within the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems.”
Caring for the Earth (a joint publication with IUCN, UNEP and WWF)

1 (Sustainable is ‘the ability to keep in existence’; to develop is ‘to bring out the capabilities or possibilities of; bring to a more advanced or
effective state’ (source http://dictionary.reference.com/)
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 “A community is unsustainable if it consumes resources faster than they can be renewed,
produces more wastes than natural systems can process or relies upon distant sources for its
basic needs.” Sustainable Community Roundtable – Olympia (US)
 “Sustainable development can only be pursued if population size and growth are in harmony with
the changing productive potential of the ecosystem.” World Commission on the Environment and
Development 1987
 “planning for long‐term cultural, economic, and environmental health and vitality…” Sustainable
Seattle
 “Sustainable community development is the ability to make development choices which respect
the relationship between the three “E’s” economy, ecology, and equity…” Mountain Association
for Community Economic Development (MACED)

For the purposes of this report, two complementary definitions have been adopted:
“Sustainable Development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
[The Brundtland definition]
and
“planning for long‐term cultural, economic, and environmental health and vitality…”[ The
Sustainable Seattle definition]

Both encompass planning and development for current needs and for the future, which is essentially
the focus of Structure Plans.

2.2.2

Sustainable Development Principles

There has been many examples of institutions and authors proposing principles of sustainable
development that elaborate upon the basic definitions. One useful synthesis is the set of principles
known collectively as the Bellagio Principles 2 . These ten principles were developed in 1996 by an
international panel of measurement practitioners and researchers, in response to the need for
improved ways of assessing sustainable development (Trotman, 2005). The principles place emphasis
upon the importance of clear goals, a holistic perspective, clarity and economy of focus, and open
broad and effective communication and participation. The following list is a synopsis of the full
statement of principles:‐

2 http://www.iisd.org/pdf/bellagio.pdf
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Summary of Bellagio Principles
Principle 1: Guiding vision and Goals

Have a clear vision and goals
Principle 2: Holistic Perspective

Review of the whole system as well as its parts

Consider the state and direction of change of sub‐systems

Consider both positive and negative consequences
Principle 3: Essential Elements

Equity

Life supporting ecosystems

Economic development and other wellbeings
Principle 4: Adequate Scope

Consider future generations

Think beyond the local

Build on history
Principle 5: Practical Focus

Use an explicit framework of criteria

Focus on key issues

Focus on clear signals

Standardise measurement

Compare progress against targets
Principle 6: Openness

Be accessible to all

Make decisions explicit
Principle 7: Effective communication

Address the audience

Stimulate and engage

Use plain simple language
Principle 8: Broad Participation

Obtain broad representation

Involve decision makers
Principle 9: Ongoing Assessment

Determine trends

Adapt and respond

Adjust goals

Learn collectively
Principle 10: Institutional Capacity

Assign clear responsibility

Provide recording capacity

Support local assessment
Establishment of principles is critical to the subsequent development of indicators. The Bellagio
statement provides the background principles used in this report.
2.2.3

Local Agenda 21: A Sustainable Development Initiative

A practical application of sustainable development at the local scale has been in the Agenda 21
programme. Local Agenda 21 is a programme run by the United Nations (UN) that provides a
framework for implementing sustainable development at the local level (Hughes, 2000). It was
agreed at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992 (the Rio Earth
Summit) and is implemented in many different countries by local authorities, including a small
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number of those in New Zealand, who are encouraged to work with their communities to implement
a local plan for sustainability – a ‘Local Agenda 21’. This is essentially an outline of objectives that the
community can work towards, that is specific to their location, but follows the guidelines and topics
in the given framework (Hughes, 2000). The significance of Local Agenda 21 is the focus it places
upon the need for local governments and communities to develop their own versions of Sustainable
Development. The Local Agenda 21 process is thus a useful guide to developing local scale initiatives
of the sort undertaken in New Zealand Structure Plans [see Appendix A].
Sustainable Development: Summary
 Sustainable Development is widely interpreted by different organisations. For the purpose of
this report the following definitions have been adopted: “Sustainable Development is
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”(WCED 1987) and “planning for long‐term cultural,
environmental
health
and
vitality…”(Sustainable
Seattle:
economic,
and
www.sustainablemeasures.com).
 A number of principles have been developed to guide the application of these definitions. A
useful synthesis is the Bellagio Principles for Sustainable Development.
 Local Agenda 21 is a practical application of a local scale Sustainable Development programme
that was designed as a framework initiative that could be used by local authorities around the
world.

2.3

Sustainable Development in the NZ Planning Context

2.3.1

Sustainability Principles in New Zealand Legislation

The concept of sustainable development and related expressions of sustainability were important
features of the reform of environmental planning in New Zealand in the late 1980s. However an
important shift took place during the process, as the Brundtland concept of sustainable development
was refined for the purposes of environmental management, to become the concept of sustainable
management. Hence, when the Resource Management Act was introduced in 1991, the purpose was
defined as ‘to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources’ (RMA s5(1)).
This is a narrower focus than in the wider international concept of sustainable development, placing
emphasis upon natural and physical resources rather than the broader visions that include cultural,
social and economic dimensions. It also has a procedural focus, rather than the broader goal of
integrated development.
The RMA legislation and its focus on management dominated consideration of sustainability within
New Zealand planning during the 1990s. However sustainable development was adopted as a feature
of local government activity in 2002, with the introduction of the Local Government Act (LGA) 2002.
The LGA 2002 replaced earlier legislation enabling and specifying the role and function of local
government, and provides for local authorities to play "a broad role in promoting the social,
economic, environmental, and cultural well‐being of their communities, taking a sustainable
development approach” (LGA s3(d)). In the following year, sustainability was also introduced into
transport legislation, with the purpose of the 2003 Land Transport Management Act (LTMA 2003)
being “to contribute to the aim of achieving an affordable, integrated, safe, responsive, and
sustainable land transport system” (LTMA s3(1))
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In 2003, the New Zealand Government Sustainable Development Programme of Action was
introduced. The Programme of Action was intended to be a ‘whole of government’ initiative, but had
practical focus upon four areas‐ freshwater, energy, cities and child and youth. There have also been
policies aimed at ensuring that government’s own activities are made more sustainable.
Over the past two decades, therefore, principles of sustainability have been progressively introduced
into a range of legislation with relevance to planning in New Zealand. Whilst the RMA is focused
upon a more narrowly defined concept of sustainable management of natural and physical
resources, more recent legislation and policy has used the generic term sustainable development.
Taken together, they provide a broad mandate for inclusion of sustainability principles and protocols
into the structure planning process.
2.3.2

Structure Plans in the Environmental Planning Regulatory Framework

The RMA is focused on the management of the effects of land use activity on natural and physical
resources, ecosystems and the wellbeing of people and communities. It sets out a framework of
national, regional and district policy and planning provisions that are organised in an hierarchy to
implement the purpose of the Act. Territorial Local (District and City) Authorities have the
responsibility for planning and managing the local effects of land use, through the District Plan
process. The regulatory tools available to local councils include policies, plan rules and resource
consents. Structure Plans are one of the non‐statutory methods that can also be used to guide and
manage the effects of land use under the RMA.
The scope of a Structure Plan typically extends well beyond the matters that are directly relevant to
the RMA. The content also usually relates to the requirements of the LGA and other Acts for which
local councils have responsibility, and there is typically a strong link between Structure Plans and
‘community outcomes’ specified in the Long Term Council Community Plans (LTCCP), which are
mandatory under the LGA. There is also an important link between Structure Plans and the
activity/asset plans required under the LGA in relation to council owned land and facilities
(www.qualityplanning.org.nz), and with planning and provisions of facilities and infrastructure by
other statutory and public agencies such as the New Zealand Transport Agency, The Ministry of
Education, and District Health Boards.
Because they are non‐statutory, Structure Plans are important tools to coordinate the inter‐
relationships between these statutory aspects of land use and infrastructure, and can do this with
more flexibility than is possible under any particular piece of legislation. As an example, a Structure
Plan can consider the interrelationships of open space with efficient transport networks, ecology,
community health and wellbeing, economic and recreational values, property values and crime.
2.3.3

Structure Plan Content

A Structure Plan is a document that includes both spatial and temporal data. Much of the plan
document is diagrammatic, showing the proposed locations of different land uses, functions, and
infrastructure, but it also includes a schedule and time frame of development, including community
visions and objectives, investment needs and intentions, as well as commitment to provision of
services such as access, utilities, and social facilities required to support a future community.
Features that may be represented in, and managed through a Structure Plan include:
 the type and location of land uses that will be permitted, including development type, density
and staging
 multi‐modal transport links and connectivity
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 the location, type, scale and staging of infrastructure required to service an area, including storm
water, water and sewerage
 landscape character and amenity
 natural hazards
 the provision of community facilities and reserves
 the protection of sites, features or values (cultural, ecological, historical or amenity related)
 areas of contamination and the rehabilitation standards required.
(source: www.QualityPlanning.org.nz)
Structure Plans typically incorporate input from the local community about how and where growth
might occur, as well as their values and objectives as a community (Auckland Regional Council, 2000).
Ultimately, Structure Planning is a way of improving the quality of life for everyone in a community,
including those people in generations to come.
Structure Planning is increasingly promoted by both public authorities and the private sector as a
method to facilitate the broad scale planning of sustainable, safe communities with integrated and
interconnected infrastructure, open space, biodiversity, natural resources, and character/sense of
place. However, as noted above, Structure Plans have no statutory status: they are mechanisms used
to achieve other statutory purposes. If prepared by local government, they are typically enabled
under the powers of the LGA, but there is no prescribed content or format. It is therefore up to the
urban design and structure planning team to ensure that broader sustainability objectives of the
community are met by designing the Structure Plan in a way that enables sustainable activities and
behaviours (www.QualityPlanning.org.nz).
2.3.4

Structure Plans in an International Context

Structure Plans or equivalent documents may have a different title in other parts of the world. Often
they are prepared and used under a variety of different planning systems, therefore the way they
structured, their content, and the way they are used are not always consistent. A number of other
planning and assessment documents may also be used alongside Structure Plans to incorporate and
monitor sustainability aspects. Examples of international equivalents to Structure Plans, as well as
their accompanying sustainability documents, are outlined in Table One.
These documents were analysed in the research, and case studies were selected to demonstrate the
ways in which other countries incorporate sustainability into their local scale planning process. The
criteria for selecting the case studies are listed in Appendix B.
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Table 1
A Selection of International Equivalents to Structure Plans

Country/Region
New Zealand
South Australia

Canada

US
Denmark
The Netherlands
Scotland

Structure Plan
Equivalent
Structure Plan
Structure Plan
or Area
Structure Plan
Area Structure
Plan
Area Structure
Plan
Local Plan
Local Land Use
Plan
Local Plan or
Area Action Plan

Ireland

Local Area Plan

Western
Australia
UK (England)

Community
Layout Plan
Area Action Plan

Accompanying
Sustainability
Documents

Useful Reference / Source
www.qualityplanning.org
www.planning.sa.gov.au/

Integrated Community
Sustainability Plan
Neighbourhood Plan,
Community Plan
The Environmental
Performance System
Sustainability Appraisal
(SA), Sustainable
Environment
Assessment (SEA),
Sustainable
Communities Initiative
Sustainability Appraisal
(SA), Sustainable
Environment
Assessment (SEA)
Sustainable
Communities Initiative
Sustainability Appraisal
(SA), Sustainable
Environment
Assessment (SEA),
Sustainable
Community Strategies

www.infrastructure.gov.yk.ca/icsp.htm
l
www.thenaturalstep.org/en/Canada/
www.sustainablemeasures.com

(Timar, 2005).
www.onlineplanningoffices.co.uk/html
/additional_advice/planning_procedur
e_in_scotland.php

www.lcc.ie/Planning/Local_Area_Plans
/

www.planning.wa.gov.au
http://www.reading.gov.uk/Document
s/servingyou/planning/local_developm
ent_framework/RCAAP_I&O_SA_Repo
rt_Mar06.pdf

Planning Context: Summary
 Structure Plans in New Zealand are a non‐statutory mechanism used to achieve and
coordinate a number of functions and sustainability objectives for land use planning required
under different statutes.
 Structure Plans include both spatial and temporal information, and typically include reference
to the goals and visions expressed in the Long term Council Community Plan for the area.
 Local plans with a similar role and content to Structure Plans are prepared in a range of
countries under different types of regulatory regime. They adopt similar names and offer a
useful benchmark for NZ Structure Plans
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2.4

Sustainable Development Indicators

2.4.1

Sustainable Development Indicators – What are they?

Indicators are tools that measure, simplify and communicate conditions and trends, and provide a
benchmark against which future progress can be measured. They have been used for a long time in
many different fields‐ for example in reporting upon the environmental
status of a country‐ but are only recently becoming more widely used as a tool to measure
sustainability (Pinter et al, 2005). Sustainable Development Indicators are not just used to measure
progress, but are often used as a tool to raise awareness of the key issues among public and policy
makers, and to help the community to understand what they need to do to contribute (Segnestam,
2002). Setting out Sustainable Development Indicators through a Structure Planning process is a
good way to get the community to build consensus on long‐term goals and then evaluate the impact
of their local actions.
Use and understanding of Sustainable Development Indicators has evolved significantly since the Rio
Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, where the need for more quality knowledge
and information about environmental conditions, trends and impacts was first formally recognised
(Pinter et al, 2005). Since then, extensive research has gone into sustainability indicators and
frameworks, particularly what form they should take and how we should use them. Sustainability is
a difficult thing to measure, particularly due to the fact that all issues of sustainability are interlinked
and affect one another (Segnestam, 2002). There is still and always will be debate over which is the
best set of indicators to use and in what framework.
2.4.2

Conceptual Frameworks for Determining Types of Indicators

A number of different approaches have been developed for Sustainable Development Indicators, and
the concepts underlying the framework in which the indicators are organised largely determine the
selection of the types of indicators used (Pinter et al, 2005). Conceptual frameworks for Sustainable
Development Indicators help to focus and clarify what to measure, and what to expect from
measurement, and define what kind of indicators to use (Segnestam, 2002). There are many different
frameworks that have been developed for different outcomes. The main differences among
frameworks are the way in which the main dimensions of sustainable development are
conceptualized, the inter‐linkages between these dimensions, the way they group the issues to be
measured, and the concepts that justify the selection of indicators to represent the issues.
There is no universal set of indicators that is equally applicable in all cases (Opdam et al, 2007;
Segnestam, 2002). While there is a tendency to want to select an indicator for every aspect of
Sustainable Development, a small set of well‐chosen indicators is the most effective approach
(Meter, 1998). This section summarises the characteristics of a number of well recognised
Sustainable Development Indicator frameworks, in order to provide a platform from which to
develop a framework suitable for community scale structure plans in New Zealand. Six frameworks
are presented; some of them variations on the widely used pressure state response (PSR) model.
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Table 2
Conceptual frameworks for determining types of indicators
Indicator Type
Based

PSR variations

Pressure‐ State‐
Response
Framework

2.4.3

Driving Force‐
State‐Response
Framework

Driving Force‐
Pressure‐State‐
Impact‐
Response
Framework

Project Based

Theme Based

Goal Based

Input‐Output‐
Outcome‐Impact
Framework

Issue or Theme‐
Based
Frameworks

PICABUE
Framework

Pressure‐State‐Response (PSR) Framework

The PSR framework is perhaps the most commonly used indicator framework (MfE, 2002). It was
originally developed for environmental statistics in Canada, prior to the wider adoption of the
concept of Sustainable Development (Pinter et al, 2005). PSR was adopted by the OECD in 1991 for
use in environmental indicator reports, and has since been modified and developed in various ways
to better account for other aspects of sustainability (Figure 1).
Figure 1
The Pressure‐State‐Response Model
PRESSURE

Pollutant

HUMAN
ACTIVITIES

Resource Use

STATE

ENVIRONMENT
& NATURAL
RESOURCES

RESPONSE

Information

ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENTAL
& SOCIAL AGENTS

Societal Responses

(Based upon OECD 1994)

The PSR model was originally simplified from a five‐step process (five indicator types).
1. Human activity or natural stressor. There could be one of two types of stress: human activity such
as economic, population or industrial stress; or natural events such as earthquakes, floods or
droughts.
2. Pressure (or Driving Force). There are various pressures that can be imposed on the
environment – for example pollution of air, water, and land; release of hazardous wastes; loss of
vegetation and biodiversity; and loss of soil. The term driving force allows for non‐human stressors
as well such as natural events.
3. State (or Quality or Condition). This refers to the state or condition of the environment (economic,
social, natural), as measured by indicators.
4. Socio‐Economic Impact. This change in environmental quality or state has an impact on social,
cultural and economic values of humans.
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5. Policy Response. Government agencies and the private sector can respond to changes in
environmental quality by implementing policy or taking other actions.
(Segnestam, 2002)
The PSR framework is useful as an indication of how policy analysts and planners can bring about
change to avoid, remedy or mitigate changes to ‘the state’ of an existing resource or community
value. The model has however been widely criticised for being too simple, as it only assumes a three
step linear sequence of causation (Gallopin, 1997 as cited by MfE, 2002). The term ‘State’ has also
sometimes been replaced with ‘Condition’, as ‘State’ invokes the occasionally controversial idea of
ecosystem health or wellbeing (Nix, 1996 as cited by MfE, 2002).
2.4.4

PSR Variations

The United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (UNCSD) modified the PSR Framework
and called it the Driving Force‐State‐Response (DSR) Framework. ‘Driving Force’ replaced ‘Pressure’,
as it was claimed that driving force allows for non‐human stressors such as floods or earthquakes
(MfE, 2002). This was used in the categorization of its first set of 134 Sustainable Development
Indicators in 1996. However it was subsequently found that this framework was rarely used by
countries, and was therefore ineffective, and it fell out of use. UNCSD subsequently organized
indicator sets into Major Areas, Themes and Sub‐Themes, as later described (UNCSD 2007).
The DPSIR model (Driving force‐Pressure‐State‐Impact‐Response) is yet another development of the
PSR model that describes the casual chain of actions of environmental problems. The UNEP adopted
this version for use in the Global Environment Outlook 1997, 1999 and 2002, which highlights the
primary application of the PSR model as a tool for regional, national and global reporting and
monitoring of environmental change. Its strengths appear to lie at this macro scale.
2.4.5

Input‐Output‐Outcome‐Impact Framework (also called Project‐Based Framework)

Project based frameworks are often used in monitoring the effectiveness of projects where the
objective is to improve the state of the environment. The project cycle itself provides the
framework. The first step is to obtain input data using input indicators to monitor the project‐
specific resources provided. The project is implemented and a number of immediate outputs are
achieved. These are measured by output indicators, which monitor goods and services provided by
the project. Outcome indicators are then used to measure the immediate or short term results of
the project implementation, followed by a set of impact indicators which monitor the longer‐term
results of the project, thus monitoring progress towards project objectives. Output and impact
indicators should be related in order to see the effectiveness of outputs for future reference
(Segnestam, 2002).
2.4.6

Issue‐Based Frameworks

Issue based frameworks focus on the environmental or sustainable development themes, rather
than upon specific detailed dimensions of change. Indicators may be selected and organized
according to Major Areas Themes and Sub‐themes. This type of framework can also facilitate the
identification of core issues for sustainability and is often more easily understood by the wider
community (Segnestam, 2002).
2.4.7

PICABUE Model of Sustainable Development

PICABUE is an acronym for Principles, Issues, Construct, Augment, Boundary, Uncertainty and
Evaluate. The sustainable development model was originally developed at the School of Geography
at the University of Leeds, UK (Mitchell et al.1995). The model condenses the complex and lengthy
Agenda 21 document into a ‘shorthand form’ (Figure 2). It lays emphasis on the need for:
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ecological integrity
equity
public participation
futurity

Figure 2
Example of the PICABUE model for sustainable development
Futurity

Ecological

Public Participation

Equity

(Based on: Curwell, et al, 2009)

Sustainable Development Indicator: Summary
 Sustainable Development Indicators provide measures of progress towards sustainability
goals.
 Sustainable Development Indicators may be based on a number of different conceptual
models.

2.5

Types of Indicators

Embedded within the different Sustainable Development Indicator frameworks are a range of
different types of indicators. This section outlines the main types and their applications.
2.5.1

Headline/Core Indicator Sets

Headline Indicators is a term used to describe a Sustainable Development Indicator approach where
short core sets of indicators are compiled. These are often closely linked to policy priorities, and are
those indicators that can be used to compare with other Sustainable Development projects (Pinter
et al, 2005). They are typically not place‐specific, and are almost always accompanied by a set of
locally relevant indicators (Meter, 1998). Core indicators tend to provide signals to high level policy
makers and the general public. They are recognised as a robust core set of measures that are easy to
understand and help track progress towards a selected goal, while illustrating Sustainable
Development priorities (Pinter et al, 2005). Core indicator sets are essential for benchmarking
because they can be used as a standard across many projects and programmes.
2.5.2

Goal‐Oriented Indicators

Goal‐oriented indicators are indicators that are linked to context specific goals and targets, which
enable their use in tracking performance, as well as helping to link them to policy priorities (Pinter et
13
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al, 2005). The most well known set of goal‐oriented indicators at the global level are the Millennium
Development Goal Indicators (UNSD, 2005 as cited in Pinter et al, 2005). These are derived from a
set of development goals that address the most pressing issues of developing countries, however
this type of indicator set can be applied to any country if targets are derived from national
Sustainable Development strategies. Goal orientated indicators are clearly dependent upon, and tied
to, a particular policy context‐ whether international, national, regional or local.
2.5.3

Performance Indicators

Performance indicators measure performance by comparing between actual and expected or
desired results. Performance measurement and Sustainable Development Indicators have an
integral role in Sustainable Development Strategies, as they have a role in almost every phase from
the identification of priorities, through the planning and implementation, to the monitoring of
progress and learning from success and failures (Pinter et al, 2005).
2.5.4

Alarm Indicators

Alarm indicators are designed to be able to give early warning of problematic trends to decision
makers. These are indicators to be constantly monitored in order to highlight adverse changes
threatening to exceed set thresholds (Segnestam, 2002)
2.5.5

Diagnostic Indicators

Diagnostic indicators are monitored to give more detailed information about the issues raised by
alarm indicators.
2.5.6

2.5.6

Aggregate Indices

An index is created when two or more indicators are combined to form one value or measurement.
Sustainable Development indices are commonly used at the aggregated analytical levels such as the
national or regional level to characterise overall progress (Segnestam, 2002). There appears to be a
continuing need for aggregate indices, which explains the popularity of indices such as the ecological
footprint, the Human Development Index and the Environmental Performance Index (Pinter et al,
2005) However, aggregate indices are extremely complex to create and are often criticised for
simplifying the complex issues of sustainability into one measure (Segnestam, 2002). Their
limitations make aggregate indices unsuitable for use within Structure Plans.
2.5.7 Other Types of Indicator Sets
Depending on the scale and objectives of indicator frameworks, there are various other types of
indicator sets to measure specific information. The most variations in the literature were found at
the Neighbourhood or Community level, where indicators may be grouped according to who uses
them, how they are used, how frequently they are monitored, how linked they are, the structure of
community goals and more.
For example, the Neighbourhood Sustainability Indicators Guidebook by Meter (1999) contains a
very specific set called the Minneapolis Neighbourhood Sustainability Indicators. These included:


Data Poetry Indicators – Highly linked indicators, mostly useful for local stakeholders.



Core Indicators – Linked indicators, useful for local residents as well as for external investors,
funders and researchers. These indicators are useful for comparing between other
communities.
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Background Indicators – indicators providing interesting background information that helps to
define the context in which sustainability initiatives takes place.



Deep sustainability Indicators – Long term indicators that are set up to help communities
achieve long term visions for sustainability.

It is important to note that at the neighbourhood scale, indicator frameworks can vary between
communities. However they all share the same advantage that having one in place makes a huge
difference to not having one at all.
2.5.7

What Indicator Types are Most Relevant to Structure Planning?

Structure Planners are most interested in indicators that are directly relevant to the process of
preparing the Structure Plan. This includes identifying the current performance of the local
environment, to decide on the selection of best practice design strategies. Performance indicators
are therefore highly relevant. Goal‐oriented indicators would also be beneficial to help structure
planners know whether they are achieving local objectives and priorities. Alarm indicators are
important to identify those issues that require priority actions. Core indicators are essential for
benchmarking between plans for best practice. Indicators that measure the effectiveness of the
plans and their implementation strategies are also necessary. The Input/Output indicators of the
project based framework are also useful. Hence there is a range of types of indicator can usefully
contribute to different stages and aspects of Structure Plan preparation.

Types of Indicator: Summary
 There are a range of different types of indicators, with different functions.
 Several different indicator types have relevance to structure planning. These include
performance, goal, alarm, and core indicators.

2.6

Issues of Scale

2.6.1

Planning Scale

Spatial and temporal scale is critical to the use of indicators, as their function and specification is
dependent upon the context in which they are developed and used. Much contemporary research
on Sustainable Development Indicators has been at the global and national scales, particularly the
work done by the World Bank Environment Department, the International Institute for Sustainable
Development, the Commission for Sustainable Development, United Nationals Commission on
Sustainable Development, and the Organisation for Economic Co‐operation and Development (MfE,
2002). Whilst not directly applicable to Structure Plans, this research provides a useful guide to the
type and scope of indicators and indicator frameworks that could be replicated at the local level.
More recently has there been increasing research on Sustainable Development Indicators at the
local or Structure Plan scale. However, it is at the local or community scale that Sustainable
Development Indicators become place specific, and this introduces an additional level of complexity.
There are two key dimensions ‐ the geographic scale and temporal scale (Segnestam, 2002). The
geographic scale is mainly an issue of globally significant indicators, versus regionally or locally
significant indicators. Time is particularly important when addressing the design of mitigating
measures and to enable prevention rather than reaction to a problem (Segnestam, 2002).
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Whilst local planning issues typically dealt with in Structure Plans are place specific, it is still
important to acknowledge and understand global, national and regional scale Sustainable
Development objectives and indicators. This is to ensure that local plans fit within the wider policy
and planning frameworks for Sustainable Development. The differing needs and priorities between
different scales of reporting create one of the fundamental tensions within the development of a
Sustainable Development Indicator framework.
Scale: Summary
 Different indicators are appropriate at different policy and planning scales
 Local planning needs to recognise the importance of the wider policy and planning
framework and accommodate a variety of indicators of relevance at a range of scales

2.7

Selecting Effective Indicators

2.7.1

Selecting Effective Indicators

Effective indicators are essential to the success of a Sustainable Development Indicator framework.
There is a range of different criteria used by different groups and organisations for identifying
effective, valuable indicators, summarised below.
The Planning for Sustainability: Starter Guide 2009, produced by The Natural Step Canada, uses the
acronym ‘SMART’ as a tool for choosing sustainability indicators, because effective indicators are:






Specific
Measurable/Motivational
Aggressive yet Attainable
Relevant
Time‐bound

(Boisvert, 2009)

Alternatively, the Sustainability Community Indicators guidebook produced by Hart Environmental
Data (1998) outlines that a good indicator is one that:






Addresses carrying capacity
Is relevant, understandable, and useable
Takes a long term view
Shows linkages
Is not at the expense of another community

The Sustainable Measures website (2010) outlines four characteristics of effective indicators as
being:





Relevant
Easy to understand
Reliable
Based on Accessible Data
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These examples highlight a number of common themes. Effective indicators need to be relevant;
they show you something about a local situation and a system that you need to know. They are also
easy to understand, even by people who are not experts‐ indicators need to speak to people and to
be understood. Reliability is essential; you need to be able to trust the information that the indicator
is providing. Indicators must also be useable, and based on accessible data, which means
information needs to be available or able to be gathered while there is still time to act (Sustainable
Measures, 2010).
These different guidelines also highlight the importance of showing linkages to ensure the complex
relationships between issues are apparent. They suggest that indicators should provide evidence
that the community can be supported by the local ecosystems. Living within the limits of an
ecosystem depends of three factors:




The amount of resources available in the ecosystem,
The size of the population, and
The amount of resources each individual is consuming.

Finally, good indicators are not measuring success at the expense of another community ‐ in other
words, if an indicator makes one community better at the expense of another community, then it is
not measuring sustainability.
Regardless of the criteria used to identify good indicators, it is important that sets of indicators are
reviewed regularly to ensure that each indicator is doing its job efficiently.
Selecting Indicators: Summary
 Indicators need to both meet the specific needs of the application and also satisfy generic
criteria.
 Regular reviews and updates are important to ensure that indicators remain effective

2.8

Benchmarking

2.8.1

What is Benchmarking?

Benchmarking is a method of comparing the performance of operations, organisations, structures or
systems across different situations and settings. The benchmarking process typically starts with
identifying cases or situations for comparison (often sharing similar goals and circumstances) that
provide an example of best practice in some activity, function or process. The best practice examples
then provide a reference point against which actual performance can be evaluated (Cherchye &
Kuosmanen, 2002).
Benchmarking is now widely applied in various types of sustainable development projects,
particularly at the level of local communities. Typically, international benchmarking is based on
aggregated performance indices, where records of all performance dimensions of a project are
aggregated into one numerical figure. However, as explained earlier in this chapter, aggregated
indices have been criticised for the way they over‐simplify complex issues of sustainability, and
research is now being done to find a more comprehensive alternative.
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2.8.2

The benefits of consistent frameworks

The mutual and collective benefits of identifying a ‘common approach’ to assessing sustainable
development for the purpose of benchmarking is regularly emphasized in both international and
national policy making institutes. Recent literature commonly identifies the need for sustainability
initiatives to be benchmarked, and highlights the value of adapting a single set of goals, objectives
and targets for sustainable development (Meter, 1999; Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2006).
For example, a range of international organisations and government departments within the
European Union are currently working on a number of practical approaches that aim to identify best
practice for sustainable communities in Europe. The “Bristol Accord” developed in December 2005,
is an example of an approach that identifies Europe‐wide principles and characteristics of a
sustainable community (Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2006). It sets out eight characteristics
of a sustainable community, and uses good practice case studies across Europe that demonstrate
sustainable communities. Initiatives such as this can usefully inform the direction of benchmarking in
New Zealand.
Benchmarking: Summary
 Benchmarking is typically undertaken using aggregated performance indicators.
 Overseas benchmarking programmes can inform the development of practice in NZ
 It is also important that indicator sets are locally relevant.

2.9 International Case Study examples of Sustainability Indicators for
Structure planning
One of the objectives of this study is to find out how sustainability indicators are currently being
incorporated into the planning process in other countries. In this context of this study, it is important
to remember that planning systems and structures differ greatly between nations. When focusing on
the implementation of sustainable development frameworks at the local scale of planning, it has
been challenging in this research to translate a framework or system used by a European country to
fit the New Zealand planning system. This is because of the wide differences in statutory
frameworks. The literature review also revealed that it was common for local authorities in other
countries to create separate documents or projects that dealt solely with sustainable development
issues of a local area, which functioned in parallel to Structure Plans, or were used as a guide to
inform the plans.
This section presents a selection of case studies that were considered useful in developing an
indicator framework for structure plans in NZ.
2.9.1

Commission for Sustainable Development Indicators of Sustainable Development

The United Nations Commission for Sustainable Development (UNCED) (United Nations, 2007)
prepared indicators designed to be relevant on an international level, rather than in local Structure
Plans. Nonetheless, the framework in which they are used makes this a useful case study.
The UNCED set of 50 core indicators emphasize the multi‐dimensional nature of Sustainable
Development, and reflect the importance of integrating social, cultural, economic and
environmental factors. They include:
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Poverty
Governance
Health
Education
Demographics
Natural hazards
Atmosphere
Land
Oceans, seas and coasts
Freshwater
Biodiversity
Economic development
Global economic partnership
Consumption and production patterns

For each theme listed above, sub themes are identified and sets of core indicators are defined.
Table 3 shows an example.
Table 3
Extract from CSD Themes and Subthemes

(Source: United Nations, 2007)

To illustrate the thematic linkages between issues, the CSD indicators are presented in a table that
shows how indicators have the potential to measure progress across various themes. Boxes in the
table are shaded representing those indicators that primarily apply and a lighter grey indicates clear
but possible secondary links, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4
Links between CSD Indicators and Themes

(Source: United Nations, 2007)

2.9.2

Edinburgh and The Lothians Structure Plan

The Edinburgh and The Lothians Structure Plan is for a much larger (city) scale than New Zealand’s
version of Structure Plans. However it still deals with planning for urban development and offers a
useful insight on how to link an Sustainable Development Indicator framework to wider community
goals. The supporting documents to the Structure Plan include a baseline monitoring report. This
monitoring report contains a table of sustainability indicators that can be monitored with existing
resources to assess whether the implementation of the strategy and policies of the Structure Plan
meet sustainability objectives. There is not much detail on the indicators and no results of the
indicators were able to be found in the research. Table 5 shows an example of the (goal‐oriented)
indicators and the way they are linked to the Structure Plan’s strategic aims.
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Table 5
Example of the Sustainability Indicator Table in the Edinburgh Structure Plan

Source: (www.elsp.gov.uk/Downloads/ELSP_Monitoring_Report.pdf)

2.9.3

Canadian Integrated Community Sustainability Plan

Integrated Community Sustainability Plans (ICSP) are part of the Canadian Government’s New Deal
for Cities and Communities initiative – a key goal of this being to achieve real, measurable progress
toward the economic, social, environmental and cultural sustainability of Canada’s cities and
communities. While ICSPs are separate documents to Area Structure Plans, they have a role in
informing planning and development actions (Dale et al, 2007).
The Whistler2020 Monitoring Program (www.whistler2020.ca) provides a good example of a
community working towards their sustainability goals through a comprehensive set of sixteen
strategies and ongoing community‐wide actions. It forms part of the Whistler ICSP.
The Whistler 2020 Monitoring Program provides the resort community with a number of benefits
and essential functions, including:


Tracking progress toward (or away from) Whistler’s vision– thus allowing the community to
celebrate and build on successful programs, and to correct its course when necessary.
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Informing Whistler2020 action planning– by understanding performance against Core and
Strategy Indicators, Whistler2020 task forces are able to focus and prioritize recommended
actions to ensure informed planning.



Ensuring transparency and accountability to stakeholders– balanced reporting ensures
transparency to community members and other Whistler stakeholders.



Educating and engaging Whistler businesses, residents and visitors– providing meaningful and
timely information in an engaging way helps to illustrate connections between policy, actions
and resort community health.



Identifying trends relevant to decision making– community organizations, individuals, potential
investors, researchers and others can make more informed decisions based on information
provided by the Whistler2020 Monitoring Program.

The first and second bullets Tracking progress toward (or away from) Whistler’s vision and
Informing Whistler2020 action planning are perhaps the more important aspects of the programme
that make it useful for developing a New Zealand framework for structure planning. The way in
which the monitoring system uses both goal‐oriented performance and strategy indicators to
measure the success of the action plans is a notable feature of this case study.
The monitoring program consistently shows how each indicator is measuring progress toward the
community objectives and priorities for sustainability. Demonstrating this link is a key characteristic
of the program, making easy for the community to understand the relevance of each indicator. The
way in which objective and priorities are defined and set out is also potentially useful for a New
Zealand application.
Community Objectives are a local interpretation of four broad‐scale global objectives:
Sustainability Objective 1:
To reduce, and eventually eliminate Whistlers contribution to ongoing build up of substances taken
from the earths crust.
Sustainability Objective 2:
To reduce and eventually eliminate Whistlers contribution to ongoing build‐up of substances
produced by society
Sustainability Objective 3:
To reduce and eventually eliminate Whistlers contribution to ongoing degradation of natural
systems by physical means
Sustainability Objective 4:
To reduce, and eventually eliminate Whistler’s contribution to undermining the ability of other
people to meet their needs
Community Priorities on the other hand, are a reflection of what is important to the community. For
example, Whistler has chosen their priorities as being:




Enriching Community Life
Enhancing the Resort Experience
Ensuring Economic Vitality
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Protecting the Environment
Partnering for Success

These priorities are explained by describing what Whistler will be like in 2020 if the right strategies
are put in place to achieve them.
Strategies for success in achieving each of the objectives and priorities are then outlined in 17 topics.
Each of the following headings have their own strategy which is designed to move the community
towards their desired future:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Arts, Culture & Heritage
Built Environment
Economic
Energy
Finance
Food
Health and Social
Learning
Materials and Solid Waste
Natural Areas
Partnership
Recreation & Leisure
Resident Housing
Transportation
Visitor Experience
Water

The program uses core indicators, strategy indicators and context indicators to provide different sets
of information that are useful in identifying movement towards the desired vision of the community.
Each strategy has a number of indicators which are used to measure progress over time. The list of
90 or so indicators is too long to detail here, however the program highlights the cross‐cutting
nature of indicators and the way in which they inform a number of strategies.
The Whistler 2020 programme keeps the community actively involved through a comprehensive
website that is regularly updated and easy to use (see: www.whistler2020.ca). People are able to
view indicator results and whether goals are being met. Indicators can be viewed individually with
clear explanations of what they measure, and link to what objectives, goals and strategies they are
achieving, or vice versa. This impressive feedback tool provides an aspiration goal for all
communities planning for a sustainable future.

Case Studies: Summary
 Indicator frameworks are multi dimensional.
 Transparent linkage between high level goal indicators and specific location indicators is
important.
 Indicators must measure progress towards clear outcomes.
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2.10 Different Approaches to Planning for Local Scale Sustainable
Development
The international case studies highlight the importance of understanding the approach used for
Structure Plan preparation. Two key features can be identified: the role of design, and the
involvement of local communities
2.10.1 The Design‐led Approach to Structure Planning
British experience suggests that design is an essential element in achieving Sustainable Development,
as it helps ensure that the places created through Structure Planning type processes are attractive,
usable, durable, and adaptable (Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2005). A design‐led approach,
rather than one that is dictated by standards, helps to ensure new development contributes to
maintaining and enhancing landscape quality (The Planning Service, 2010). This implies the
preparation process is led by designers (mostly Urban Designers). Successful application of the
approach requires:
 An appreciation of the surrounding context, and understanding of the urban design principles
underpinning successful Structure Plans.
 An integrated approach that brings together aspects of the urban environment including
planning, urban design, community, infrastructure, environment, resources, transport, culture
and economy.
 Positive dialogue between developers, local community and other stakeholders, including district
councils.
(The Planning Service, 2010)
Often this may mean that some aspects may be compromised to ensure others are addressed,
creating an overall system that is sustainably balanced, and which fulfils the objectives of all aspects
of the plan development.

2.10.2 The Place‐based (bottom up) versus Top Down Approach to Local Scale Sustainable
Development.
Complementary to design led structure planning, a place‐based approach ensures the local context
of the development is integrated into the spatial design. A placed‐based approach is a bottom‐up
concept, which supports the wider recognition of the need for community to be engaged to select
relevant indicators, thus ensuring that locally important sustainability factors are assessed (Fraser et
al, 2005). In a bottom‐up approach, the individual base elements of the existing system are first
specified in great detail, then linked together to form larger subsystems (Burton et al, 2000).
However a disadvantage of the purely bottom‐up approach is that a development can evolve in
isolation from wider national and international goals (Opdam, 2007).
One objective in the development of a local scale sustainability framework for New Zealand is that it
must comply with the higher level planning goals at the top of the planning hierarchy. This is where
there are benefits from benchmarking for best practice (Fraser et al, 2005). ‘Objectively quantifiable
indicators’ are desired in most sustainable development research and projects to allow for
comparisons between regions (Bell & Morse, 2003 as cited in Fraser et al, 2005). However the
concern with using a top down approach is that it may fail to capture locally important factors.
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Ideally, sustainability initiatives need to be fed from both the top down and bottom up, in order for
them to be beneficial.
Planning Approaches: Summary
 The design‐led, place based approach to structure planning is a method of planning that
integrates all aspects of the environment and takes into consideration the features and
systems that already exist there.
 The place based, bottom up approach often conflicts with the top down approach. However in
the case of Structure Planning, it is beneficial to use the approaches in tandem/ in parallel.

2.11 Conclusion
The literature review has identified a number of features and characteristics of sustainable
development indicators, and highlighted a range of key insights of relevance to Structure Planning in
New Zealand. They are summarised in Table 6. In the next chapter, ten key lessons are drawn from
this summary review.

Table 6
Summary of Relevant Literature Review Findings


The definition for Sustainable Development is widely interpreted by different organisations,
however for the purpose of this report the following definitions have been adopted:
“Sustainable Development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” And “planning for
long‐term cultural, economic, and environmental health and vitality…”.



Structure Plans in New Zealand are a non‐ statutory mechanism used to achieve and
coordinate a number of functions and sustainability objectives for land use planning required
under different statutes.



Similar plans are prepared in a range of countries under different types of regulatory regime.

 Sustainable Development Indicators provide measures of progress towards sustainability goals.
They are multi dimensional, may be based on a number of different conceptual models, and have
different functions. Several different indicator types have relevance to structure planning.
 Sustainable Development Indicators are often developed separately to Structure Plans, but used
in parallel to guide and monitor the implementation process.
 Indicators need to be able to meet local needs as well as contributing to wider goals and policies,
and allow benchmarking between plans and communities.
 The design‐led, place based approach to Structure Planning is a method of planning that
integrates all aspects of the environment and takes into consideration the features and systems
that already exist there. It can conflict with a top down approach, but when developing indicators
for sustainability it is beneficial to use the approaches together.
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Chapter 3
Lessons from the Literature: Informing the Proposal of an
Sustainable Indicator Framework for Structure Plans
3.1

Introduction

A Sustainability Indicator Framework specifically designed for Structure Plans differs from other
global sustainability indicator initiatives in a number of ways:


The framework needs to be applied to the local scale and therefore must include the
community.



It needs to be used to inform the planning process as well as to measure and monitor
progress.



Structure Planners are interested to know how they can plan future development in a way
that will be most successful for the specific community they are dealing with, while ensuring it
will be up to date with current best practice.



This means they require specific indicators that inform the design strategies used, as well as
their performance.



Lastly, the framework must function in a simple and effective way that exists parallel to the
ongoing process of Structure Planning.

This section outlines a set of basic lessons learned from the literature. It is evident from the research
that sustainable indicator frameworks specifically used for Structure Planning have not been well
developed to date. The literature did however provide a base from which a potential conceptual
framework could be derived.

3.2

Ten Lessons

The following ten headings represent a summary of the key lessons drawn from the review of
literature. From each of the lessons implications are drawn on how it might inform the preparation
of a Sustainable Development Indicator Framework for Structure Plans.
1. The Sustainable Development Indicator framework needs to function under the national and
regional planning systems whilst being effective for Structure Plans at the local scale.
This lesson embodies the recognised tension that presents itself in many cases of sustainable
development projects at the neighbourhood scale. To be effective at a local scale implies the
bottom‐up approach is used (Dougall et al, 2005). On the other hand, a top‐down approach ensures
that the framework fits the national and regional planning systems. In other words, it is important to
make sure the sustainability framework is place specific, yet works to achieve higher level goals for
sustainability.
The UK offers a good example of a strategy which provides a Sustainable Development Indicator
framework that functions from both the top down and the bottom up. Initiatives in the UK have
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typically been implemented using a top down approach, however the UK Government has made
some recent changes to their structure, legislation and policies to incorporate Sustainable
Development, particularly affecting local authorities. As part of these changes, the Department of
the Environment, Transport and Regions has published a ‘Local Quality of Life Counts’ handbook for
those communities undergoing the preparation of Sustainable Community Strategies. The handbook
provides a menu of indicators from which local authorities and their communities are encouraged to
select and use those indicators that are most appropriate to their local area (Table 7). The indicators
selected from the handbook are then supplemented by further indicators that are specific only to
that place. (http://www.proveandimprove.org/new/documents/localqolc.pdf)

Table 7
Example of the Sustainability Indicator
Table in the Edinburgh Structure Plan
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Sourced from the ‘Local Quality of Life Counts’ handbook,
2000:http://www.proveandimprove.org/new/documents/localqolc.pdf

While objectives for sustainability in New Zealand will differ from those in the UK this table provides
a good example of the type of approach that would be beneficial to the New Zealand Structure Plan
process.
Implications


Forming a menu of indicators for local authorities and communities to choose from for their
local area is an approach that ensures locally important factors of sustainability are
addressed, while the sustainability goals of the higher planning framework are included.

2. Address local sustainability factors without compromising global objectives
During the process of selecting local sustainability objectives, global issues of sustainability should
provide a basis from which local goals are evolved (Planning for Sustainable Canadian Communities
Roundtable, 2005). In addition to this, local sustainability objectives that promote the sustainability
of one locality at the expense of another are not acceptable (Sustainable Measures, 2010). For
example, if the objective is to reduce waste being sent to the landfill, and the action in place for
achieving this objective is to transport it to another locality, either the action needs to be
reconsidered or the objective must be eliminated. If creating an integrated community means
relocating those members of society that do not fit in, it would be an offensive objective. In the
same way, if a method for achieving sustainability in a community requires importing resources from
an unsustainable source, the method for achieving sustainability needs to be reconsidered.
Implications


Local objectives should take into account global issues of sustainability (Think globally, Act
locally)



Objectives that can only be achieved at the expense of another community or locality are
not acceptable.

3. The Sustainable Development Indicators framework needs to include a range of useful
indicators that provide information for both the public and professionals, and therefore
requires participation from all parties during the development phase.
The timely and often challenging task of creating a set of useful indicators is most beneficial if they
are able to be used by a range of professions and groups (Opdam et al, 2007). For this reason it is
important that the framework allows for a multi‐purpose set of indicators that are useful for both
public and professionals. Ideally, a monitoring system that functions in a variety of ways, producing
simple and complex information, would be most valuable. For example, the public will require
information about trends and issues in simple terms that are easy to understand and act upon,
whereas scientists who come in to analyse the potential causes of certain issues and ways that they
can be mitigated will require far more detailed indicator information.
The solution to ensuring that every group gains maximum benefit from the framework is to select
who the target groups are, and identify their needs before developing the indicators (Segnestam,
2002). It has been recommended that an experienced professional facilitates the process of selecting
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objectives and indicators, (as opposed to a community group on their own), to both incorporate the
needs of each group and keep the discussion focused on priority issues (Fraser et al, 2005).
Integrated Community Sustainability Plans were introduced as a case study example in part 2.9.3 of
this report. A tool that provides a series of steps for communities to build their own ICSP has been
developed by a group of academics from the Royal Roads University (see Dale et al, 2007). A useful
section of the tool outlines a list of key principles which need to be observed in order to successfully
engage the community in a sustainability planning project. The key principles include: Acceptance;
Active Listening; Collaboration; Follow up; Inclusivity; Ownership; Scale; Timing; Transparency;
Vision and Realism; Visualisation; and Collective/community learning (Dale et al, 2007).
Implications


The process of choosing a framework and developing a set of sustainability indicators needs
to involve the participation of all target groups to ensure the information provided by the
indicators is valuable.



Community participation will enhance the chances of a successful sustainability indicator
framework.

4. Ensure the Sustainable Development Indicator framework provides a monitoring system that
is accurate, transparent and able to give regular feedback that can be easily understood by all
stakeholders.
Directly involving the stakeholders in the preparation of a Structure Plan is an essential part of the
process (Auckland Regional Council, 2000). However, initiating successful community engagement is
often a challenging task, particularly if there is not opportunity to engage with the community
through giving them accurate, recognisable information that is easy to understand.
While it is worthwhile involving the community in the initial planning stages of the Structure Plan,
projects with a focus on sustainability commonly recommend community involvement throughout
the ongoing process of sustainable development. There are many benefits to including a
representative of every stakeholder group within the community, not only in the planning, but also
in the development, implementation and monitoring phases. Local input is necessary to highlight
priorities and to make sure indicators are accurately measuring what is locally important.
Commitment to long term involvement from the community means that there is likely to be more
support for implementation, and indicators are more likely to evolve over time as circumstances
change (Fraser et al, 2005). Preliminary research shows that local engagement in these kinds of
projects may help to build community capacity to address future problems through forming
relationships, and collectively educating people about the issues of sustainability (Fraser, 2002 as
cited in Fraser et al, 2005).
In order to gain maximum benefit from the involvement of all stakeholders, the framework needs
provide them with regular, easily understood information. A transparent process that openly
exposes the purpose and limitations of the exercise is essential to building the trust of stakeholders,
avoid frustrations, reduce surprise and support implementation (Dale et al, 2007).
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Implications


In order to encourage stakeholder involvement throughout planning and development, the
sustainability indicator framework needs to support a transparent process that provides the
stakeholders with accurate information that is easy to understand.

5. The Sustainable Development indicator framework should be used in the process of assessing
sustainability at all stages of development, from initial planning, through implementation, to
future planning.
The Sustainable Development Indicator framework needs to be applicable throughout the entire
Structure Planning process in order for sustainability to be effectively incorporated. This includes
scoping, development, plan preparation, implementation and review.
The Input‐Output‐Outcome‐Impact (or Project‐based) framework focuses on this important aspect
of sustainable structure planning development and implementation. The key idea of this framework
is that the project cycle determines the sustainability indicators for each phase (Segnestam, 2002).
Details of this framework can be viewed in Chapter 2.
At the initial planning stages of a Structure Plan it is important to identify an all inclusive vision, as
well as a set of objectives and priorities that are specific to the local community (Baxter & Purcell,
2007). The Sustainable Development Indicator framework needs to be consistent with this, while
focusing on the vision, objectives and priorities from a sustainability perspective.
Once the initial planning stages are completed, and before drafting begins, it is valuable to look up
the (input) indicators of previous Structure Plans to check what design strategies are working well
and which are not. This type of benchmarking would also be useful in setting goals and realistic
targets.
When drafting the Structure Plan and when the action/implementation plan is developed, it is useful
to be able to follow a set of Sustainable Development strategies and use a plan checklist. This
ensures that plans incorporate all the necessary issues for sustainability that have been raised within
the local community. This is the stage of the Structure Plan process that is not catered for in the
Input‐Output‐Outcome‐Impact framework.
To a similar degree, it would be useful to record the implementation of the actions recommended by
the Structure Plan, to see if the plan is working effectively. This would be a record of the output
indicators.
In order to evaluate the success of the Structure Plan achieving community goals for sustainability,
the performance of the strategies and actions need to be measured (outcome and impact
indicators). If the performance indicators show a negative trend away from targets, the strategies
need to be re‐evaluated for the revised Structure Plan. Developers of new Structure Plans can also
learn from this kind of failure (or success).
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Implications


To create a Sustainable Development indicator framework specifically for Structure Plans,
the phases of the structure planning and implementation cycle should be used to determine
the types of indicators required.



Structure Plans are designed as ‘living documents’ that are continually implemented over
time and under regular review. The indicator framework needs to parallel the ongoing
processes of Structure Planning through regular referral and updates.

6. A systems‐based approach that addresses the root of the problem rather than only the
symptoms is desirable.
An integrated system‐based approach to planning addresses the root of the problem as well as the
symptoms (Baxter & Purcell, 2007). This approach is most desirable for Sustainable Development
which endeavours to ultimately avoid and mitigate sustainability problems, rather than trying to
solve the negative effects (Pinter et al, 2005).
The Pressure‐State‐Response framework for Sustainable Development Indicators and the
consequential variations of it are an example of the system‐based approach. The frameworks share
the same focus on developing sustainability indicators that measure, among other things, the
current state of the environment, community and economy, the pressures or driving forces causing
state, and the response mechanisms in place to mitigate or reduce those pressures (Segnestam,
2002).
The benefits of using a system‐based approach are clear, however these systems can quickly
become too intricate and difficult to track. It is important to keep the system content as simple as
possible without losing the complex nature of Sustainable Development.
Implications


A system‐based approach is integral to dealing with the cause of sustainability issues as well
as the issues themselves.



Keeping track of impacts and response mechanisms to mitigate the various human or non‐
human pressures enables professionals to make decisions about the right actions to take
towards making an environment and community more sustainable.

7. The Sustainable Development Indicator framework needs to draw attention to Sustainable
Development as a highly integrated system of overlapping issues.
Sustainability problems are often complex and overlapping, and cannot be solved in isolation (Baxter
& Purcell, 2007). However, in order to try and simplify understanding, Sustainable Development is
commonly broken down into three major domains: economic, social and environmental (more
recently cultural and/or institutional have been added as a fourth domain). These parameters are
commonly used to group indicators and targets as well as objectives, which can subsequently
become restrictive in the way they are perceived and used (Pinter, 2005).
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While it is acceptable to use three or four major domains at a macro national scale, it is important to
highlight the complex interrelationships between them. Unfortunately, New Zealand’s government
departments have tended to operate independently with their own objectives for Sustainable
Development, resulting in a largely un‐integrated approach at the national level (MfE, 2002). The
2003 Programme of Action was an attempt to achieve a greater “whole of government” approach to
Sustainable Development.
The UK encourages the inter‐relationships between social inclusion, protecting and enhancing the
environment, and the prudent use of natural resources and economic development, throughout its
planning policies (Office of the Prime Minister (2005). It highlights the way in which economic
development, if properly planned for, can have positive social and environmental benefits, rather
than negative impacts.
‘Causal links’ is a useful concept referring to the links between different sustainability issues. It is
helpful to identify these links so that the impacts on one issue can be linked to other issues for
potential mitigation. However, little research has been undertaken in this area, and many causal
links have not yet been established and scientifically proven (Segnestam, 2002).
Implications


It is common to break down sustainability objectives into the three or four major domains.
Sustainability goals and the indicators themselves are best represented in a way that
signifies their ability to affect one another.



The identification of causal links helps to identify the sustainability issues that may have a
cause and effect relationship.

8. The Sustainable Development Indicator framework needs to draw attention to the cross
cutting nature of indicators and the way in which they often inform a number of different
objectives.
It is possible to capture several different aspects of sustainability in one, or a few, indicators
(Segnestam, 2002). To do this, the cross cutting causal links between sustainability aspects need to
be established, so that the relevant indicators can be identified. While very little research has been
done on cross cutting causal links, it is possible to identify a number of potential causal links that are
relevant to the local context. If nothing else, identifying these links will ultimately reduce the
number of indicators required, and may over time help to reveal some of the trends between
sustainability aspects that begin to appear.
It is beneficial to educate the community about causal links, therefore it is helpful to show the cross‐
cutting nature of indicators in a way that is easily identifiable for the community. A table or matrix
similar to an example used by the Neighbourhood Sustainability Indicators Guidebook (Meter, 1999)
is an effective method for showing the way indicators can be used to measure the progress towards
a number of different community goals. Indicators are listed down the side, while the community
goals are listed along the top, and the matrix is filled in, matching the indicators with their relevant
goals. Frequently, one indicator would be used for a few goals and each goal often had more than
one indicator.
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Implications


The cross‐cutting aspect of indicators is important for highlighting the causal links between
sustainability issues.



A table or matrix is a good way to clearly display cross‐cutting nature of sustainability
indicators.

9. The Sustainable Development Indicator framework needs to be cost effective and easily
implemented. Therefore the data required to measure indicators needs to be readily available
and targets must be achievable.
The lack of data in general, and the lack of reliable data more specifically, is a common problem
(Segnestam, 2002). Indicators are only practical if the information to measure them is a) easily
obtainable, and b) credible, otherwise the indicator simply won’t be used. In structure planning it is
possible to include a data collection component in all the planning stages, although data collection
throughout the planning, implementation and review process must still be cost effective for the
community or local authority.
Sustainable Development Indicators should be accompanied by a target value identifying desirable
conditions, and threshold values identifying problem, critical and irreversible levels. Similar to the
issues with indicators, targets and goals must also be achievable, at the same time as striving for
maximum levels of sustainability. If targets cannot be identified with confidence, then it is preferable
to specify desirable trend directions rather than mis‐specify a target level (Mitchell, 1996). This is
where it would be particularly useful to be able to benchmark against other Structure Plans to
discover best practice targets in other examples. The cost of achieving the target should also be
taken into consideration.
Implications


It is important to select indicators that are measured by data that is credible, cost effective
and relatively easy to obtain.



The ability to benchmark for potential targets will be beneficial for future Structure Plans to
ensure they are setting high but achievable standards.

10. The Sustainable Development Indicator framework should be consistent enough to allow for
accurate benchmarking between Structure Plans for best practice in design and realistic
sustainability targets, without losing place ‐specific qualities.
This lesson is similar to lesson one with regards to the tension between a top‐down and a bottom‐up
approach. The bottom‐up approach pushes for community participation in sustainable development
initiatives, while development and research projects remain constrained by the need for a consistent
set of parameters to that allow for comparison between regions (Bell and Morse, 2003; as cited in
Dougall et al, 2005). This tension can be reduced through including a set of core or national
‘spotlight’ indicators as well as place specific indicators.
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Nationally, benchmarking is important to help inform the preparation of new Structure Plans, in
particular: the structure planning process and content; current best practice for sustainable design
strategies; potential sustainability performance targets; sets of useful sustainability indicators etc.
While many organizations for Sustainable Development are pushing for consensus on one
operational index of sustainable development, they are still a long way off from agreeing on a set of
standard indicators and benchmarking methodologies (Cherchye & Kuosmanen, 2002). However it
would be sensible to ensure the proposed Sustainable Development Indicator framework has the
potential to be modified to fit a global framework in the future if necessary. The ability to
benchmark New Zealand projects with international projects opens up huge opportunities to inform
and learn from even more examples of sustainable development, and share vital knowledge with
other countries that would speed up the process of achieving a sustainable planet.
Implications


The ability to benchmark is important for Structure Planners to identify best practice
examples for sustainable development, both nationally and internationally.



In order to allow for benchmarking, there must be some consistency between sustainability
indicator frameworks used for Structure Plans. This can be achieved through a set of core or
spotlight indicators that are used, unchanged by every application of the framework.

3.3

Implications

A broad overview of the literature has highlighted a number of valuable lessons, all of which have
informed the development of a framework that can be used for Structure Plans. The lessons and
their implications are summarised in Table 8.
Table 8
Key Lessons and Implications
Key Lessons from the literature

Implications

1. The Sustainable Development Indicator
framework needs to function under the national
and regional planning systems whilst being
effective for Structure Plans at the local scale.



2. Address local sustainability factors without
compromising global objectives




3. The Sustainable Development Indicator
framework needs to include a range of useful
indicators that provide information for both the
public and professionals, and therefore requires
participation from all parties during the
development phase.
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Forming a menu of indicators for local
authorities and communities to choose from
is an approach that ensures locally important
factors of sustainability are addressed, while
the sustainability goals of the higher planning
framework are included.
Local objectives should take into account
global issues of sustainability – think globally,
act locally.
Objectives that can only be achieved at the
expense of another community or locality,
are not acceptable.
The process of choosing a framework and
developing a set of sustainability indicators
needs to involve the participation of all target
groups to ensure the information provided by
the indicators is valuable.
Community participation will enhance the
chances of a successful sustainability

4. Ensure the Sustainable Development Indicator
framework provides a monitoring system that is
accurate, transparent and able to give regular
feedback that can be easily understood by all
stakeholders.



5. The Sustainable Development Indicator
framework should be used in the ongoing process
of assessing sustainability at all stages of
development, from initial planning, through
implementation, to future planning.





6. A systems‐based approach that addresses the
root of the problem, rather than only the
symptoms is desirable.




7. The Sustainable Development Indicator
framework needs to draw attention to sustainable
development as a highly integrated system of
overlapping issues.





8. The Sustainable Development Indicator
framework needs to draw attention to the cross
cutting nature of indicators and the way in which
they often inform a number of different objectives.



9. The Sustainable Development Indicator
framework needs to cost effective and easily
implemented. Therefore the data required to
measure indicators needs to be readily available
and targets must be achievable.



10. The Sustainable Development Indicator
framework should be consistent enough to allow
for accurate benchmarking between structure
plans for best practice in design and realistic
sustainability targets, without losing place‐specific
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indicator framework.
In order to encourage stakeholder
involvement throughout planning and
development, the sustainability indicator
framework needs to support a transparent
process that provides the stakeholders with
accurate information that is easy to
understand.
To create a sustainability indicator framework
specifically for Structure Plans, the phases of
the Structure Planning and implementation
cycle should be used to determine the types
of indicators required.
Structure Plans are designed as ‘living
documents’ that are continually implemented
over time and under regular review. The
indicator framework needs to parallel the
ongoing processes of Structure Planning
through regular referral and updates.
A system‐based approach is integral to
dealing with the cause of sustainability issues
as well as the issues themselves.
Keeping track of impacts and response
mechanisms to mitigate the various human
or
non
human
pressures
enables
professionals to make decisions about the
right actions to take towards making an
environment
and
community
more
sustainable.
It is common to break down sustainability
objectives into the three or four major
domains. Sustainability goals and the
indicators themselves are best represented in
a way that signifies their ability to affect one
another.
The identification of causal links helps to
identify the sustainability issues that may
have a cause or effect relationship.
The cross‐cutting aspect of indicators is
important for highlighting the causal links
between sustainability issues.
A table or matrix is a good way to clearly
display cross‐cutting nature of sustainability
indicators.
It is important to select indicators that are
measured by data that is credible, cost
effective and relatively easy to obtain.
The ability to benchmark for potential targets
will be beneficial for future Structure Plans to
ensure they are setting high but achievable
standards.
The ability to benchmark is important for
Structure Planners to identify best practice
examples for sustainable development, both
nationally and internationally.
In order to allow for benchmarking, there

qualities.

must be some consistency between
sustainability indicator frameworks used for
Structure Plans. This can be achieved through
a set of core or spotlight indicators that are
used, unchanged by every application of the
framework.

Evidence of the ways in which these lessons have influenced the proposed framework can be seen in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
A Conceptual Framework of Sustainable Development Indicators for
Structure Planning
4.1

Introduction

This chapter outlines a proposed conceptual framework for Sustainable Development Indicators that
can be used as part of the Structure Planning process. It includes an overview of four matrices that
are intended to provide relevant information for structure planners and other stakeholders to help
in achieving sustainable development goals through Structure Plans.
The chapter begins by outlining the conceptual framework, including a description of the framework
development process. Details of the framework are explained and there is a description of how the
process can be applied to Structure Planning. The chapter concludes with an outline of the potential
uses of the framework, particularly focusing on its ability to assist in making Structure Plans more
sustainable.

4.2

The Sustainability
Framework

Indicators

for

Structure

Plans

(SISPlan)

Sustainability Indicators for Structure Plans (SISPlan) is a conceptual framework derived from a
combination of the methods and recommendations from the literature. It is influenced particularly
by theme‐based frameworks, project‐based (input‐output‐outcome‐impact) frameworks, goal‐
oriented indicators, and theories behind Pressure‐State‐Response frameworks. The framework
draws on a variety of different sources to create a hybrid process.
The main objective of the SISPlan is to provide information to assist practitioners and stakeholders
involved in the Structure Planning process in the preparation of performance goals and design
strategies for sustainable communities. During the process of developing and using the framework,
the SISPlan also has a variety of other uses, such as outlining place‐ specific priorities, measuring
performance and providing useful benchmarks.
4.2.1

Overview of the Process

The SISPlan framework sets up a multiple step process that can be used in a number of ways to
inform sustainable Structure Planning. It comprises four matrices through which the overall vision
and sustainability priorities for the community are progressively translated into performance goals
and targets, and into design strategies and targets, each with appropriate indicators. Although the
matrices are sequential in their content, the framework is interactive and reflexive, so that each
matrix is a ‘live’ document that is refined and adjusted as subsequent steps are developed and
tested. The process is presented as a series of steps on subsequent pages. Figure 3 provides an
overview of the proposed stepwise process. The different steps are explained and justified in the
second part of the chapter.
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Figure 3
The SISPlan Framework Development Process
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Step 1 & 2
The initial stages involve defining the community’s Vision and Sustainability Priorities for the
Structure Plan. Each of the Performance Goals and Design Strategies are developed in response to a
set of sustainability priorities established by the community to achieve their Vision. Therefore, these
are the foundation from which all of the Performance Goals and Design Strategies are derived, along
with their goal‐oriented indicators. An example of the Vision and Community Sustainability Priorities
are given in Table 9 below.
The Vision and Priorities will relate closely to the existing planning process under the LGA
(specifically the Long Term Council Community Plan) and the RMA (District Plans). They should draw
upon the wider community Visions and Priorities, and express the particular Vision and Priorities for
the Structure Plan under preparation. Processes for establishing Community Visions and Priorities
are well established and reviewed in the literature, and do not need to be further examined in this
report.
Table 9
Example: Community Vision and Sustainability Priorities for the Structure Plan
…we can meet our children after school and
walk to the lake with clear water we also
enjoyed. There will be abundant wildlife and
Community Vision

birds can be heard singing…..
…Every one will have easy access to shops and
facilities to meet their needs. We will a safe,
strong community….
P1: Providing for children
P2: Protecting the Environment and water

Community Sustainability Priorities for the

P3: Providing networks of paths

Structure Plan

P4: Growing our Local Economy
P5: Enriching Community Life
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Step 3
A set of Performance Goals are identified for the Community Sustainability Priorities. They are
placed into a matrix, which identifies Community Visions and Priorities across the top, theme by
theme, and lists the Performance Goals down the side. Figure 4 shows the structure of the matrix,
which shows how one Performance Goal may be used to address a number of the priorities, in the
same way that each priority may have more than one goal. The Performance Goals are the desired
outcomes of the Structure Plan.
Figure 4
Performance Goals Matrix
Community Vision
Community Sustainability Priorities (P) for the Structure Plan

Performance
Goals (PG)

P1

P2

P3

PG1
PG2
PG3
PG4
PG5
PG6
PG7
PG8
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P4

P5

Step 3a & 3b
In the second matrix, the Performance Goals from Step 3 are paired with one or more Performance
Goal Targets. The Goals and Targets are listed along the top of the new matrix. Indicators are then
derived to measure progress towards the specified targets, and listed down the side of the matrix.

Figure 5
Performance Indicator Matrix
Performance Goals (PG)
Performance Goal

PG1

PG2

PG4

PG5

PG6

PG7

Performance Goal Targets (PGT)

Indicators
(PI)

PG3

PGT1

PGT2

PGT3

PGT4

PI 1
PI 2
PI 3
PI 4
PI 5
PI 6
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PGT5

PGT6

PGT7a

PGT7b

Step 4, 4a & 4b
The process is then repeated for the Design Strategies of the Structure Plan. Design Strategies and
Targets are the provisions in the Structure Plan that will enable the community to achieve its goals.
For each Design Strategy, a Design Target is developed, and for each target, an indicator is selected.
Figures 6 and 7 show Design Strategy and Design Indicator matrices.

Figure 6
Design Strategies Matrix
Community Vision
Community Sustainability Priorities (P) for the Structure Plan

Design Strategies
(DS)

P1

P2

P3

DS1
DS2
DS3
DS4
DS5
DS6
DS7
DS8
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P4

P5

Figure 7
Design Indicator Matrix
Design Strategies (DS)
Design Strategy

DS1

DS2

DS4

DS5

DS6

DS7

Design Strategy Targets (DST)

Indicators
(DI)

DS3

DST1

DST2

DST3

DST4

DI 1
DI 2
DI 3
DI 4
DI 5
DI 6
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DST5

DST6

DST7a

DST7b

Step 3c & 4c
The final form of the SISPlan framework is therefore a set of matrices displaying indicator results
that inform progress toward a set of community specific sustainability priorities. While displaying
different sets of information, the matrices are intended to be analysed simultaneously to provide
information on the performance of design strategies, which is valuable for evaluating the outcomes
of the Structure Plan. The individual Performance and Design matrices would be ineffective for
evaluating plan outcomes without their corresponding Sustainability Priority matrices to link them
together.
Benchmarking: Benchmarking is able to occur throughout the whole process, from developing the
Community Vision (deciding what is most important and achievable), to discovering the best practice
Design Strategies for the best practice goals for performance, to evaluating the success of the
Structure Plan.

Summary
 Performance Goal and Design Strategy indicators in the SISPlan framework are derived from
and measure progress toward an overall Vision that is defined by a set of Sustainability
Priorities for the community.


The SISPlan framework comprises of four matrices – two each for the establishment of
Performance Goal and Design Strategy indicators.



The SISPlan framework sets up information for the important process of benchmarking for
best practice.



The overall objective of the SISPlan framework – to assist practitioners in developing more
sustainable Structure Plans – is achieved through the comparative analysis between the
Performance Goal Matrix and Design Strategy Matrix.

4.3

Justification

This section provides justification for the way in which the SISPlan has been constructed, and its
content. It is structured around a series of questions.
4.3.1

Why Use a Matrix?

The value of constructing the process and displaying results in a matrix is first, to make the process
transparent and easily communicated, second to show clearly the way that priorities, targets,
strategies and indicators are linked, and third, to reveal the cross cutting nature of indicators and
the way in which one indicator can be used to inform progress towards a number of different goals.
For example, a performance indicator that measures the number of people using the bus every day
will be useful for informing progress towards community goals such as:



increase the number of community members using public transport to perform everyday tasks
such as going to work, to minimize the use of personal cars
reduce overall natural resource (water, fossil fuels, natural gas) consumption by 30%

Subsequently, each goal may have more than one indicator.
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A key part of the development process is to identify indicators that have relevance across the design
and performance matrices, and across different targets. Indicators that address a number of targets
are suitable core indicators.
4.3.2 Why Have Two Types of Matrix? What is the Difference between the Performance
Indicator Matrix and the Design Indicator Matrix?
The Design Matrix is focused on informing the planning and design stage of the Structure Planning
process. The process of setting up this matrix requires structure planners to develop Design
Strategies to meet the overall sustainability objectives and priorities of the community. Design
Strategy Targets are set for each of the Design Strategies and the Design Set of indicators are
selected to measure progress towards each of the Design Strategy Targets. Initially, the Design
Indicator Matrix can be used as a checklist for both the Structure Plan content, and during the
implementation of recommended design actions. The results of previous design actions can be
found in the SISPlan frameworks of other Structure Plans and can be used to learn valuable lessons.
The Design Matrix is therefore OUTPUT focussed.
The Performance Indicator Matrix is intended to provide baseline information on the OUTCOMES of
the structure plan, and inform the ongoing review process. The matrix includes the Performance
Indicators, which can be used to measure trends towards the performance targets set out by the
community to meet the objectives and priorities. The Performance Matrix therefore records the
effectiveness of implemented design over time. It is the Performance indicators that will be most
effective for benchmarking with other Structure Plans to form best practice targets.
The OUTCOME focus of the Performance Indicator Matrix means that it is more directly relevant to
external reporting and communication of structure plan sustainability, whilst the design
performance matrix is helpful for internal use by the design and planning team.

4.3.3 Why Separate the Vision From Priorities? What is the Difference between a Community
Vision and Sustainability Priorities for the Structure Plan?
The Community Vision is a long term broad perspective vision developed by and specific to the
community. It should include, but is not limited to, consideration for the four major sustainability
domains, or ‘well beings’ – Economic, Social, Environmental, Cultural – that are recognized in New
Zealand. The vision provides an important link with wide community planning goals set out in
statutory instruments such as District Plans and Long Term Council Community Plans.
Sustainability Priorities for the Structure Plan are focused on the current or potential sustainability
issues that are most important to the specific community, and that can be addressed by the
Structure Plan. These priorities will be imperative to achieving the Community Vision. Priorities
should be selected from the Structure Plan Priority Theme Table which lists the potential priority
themes and identifies a number of core indicators for each of them. It is important that the SISPlan
framework includes these core indicators as well as their own so that those Structure Plans dealing
with similar priorities can be benchmarked for performance and best practice. The Structure Plan
Priority Theme list is a part of the framework yet to be researched and developed.
4.3.4 Why Separate Goals, Strategies and Targets?
Performance Goals and Targets and Design Strategies?

What is the Difference between

Performance Goals are the goals set by the community to address the priority issues for the
Structure Plan.
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Performance Targets are the milestones for achievement of the goals.
Design Strategies are the physical approaches in place to enable performance goal targets to be
met. Design Strategies are only effective if they are implemented, so it is important to be realistic
about the strategies and their time frame for implementation. When performance targets are met, it
means the Design Strategies have worked.

Summary
 The SISPlan framework uses two different indicator types – Performance and Design – to
evaluate the success of a Structure Plans’ performance at incorporating and planning for
sustainability.


A matrix format is used to show the cross cutting complexity of the sustainability issues and
indicators that measure them.



The four well‐beings that represent sustainability in New Zealand are built into the
framework at the overall community vision level. From there on, sustainability priorities
derived from the vision are the focus for Performance Goals and Design Strategies.

4.4

How the SISPlan framework is applied to the Structure Plan process

4.4.1

Explanation of how the SISPlan framework is applied to the Structure Plan process

The Structure Plan process is well established in New Zealand, and although it is non statutory, tends
to follow a standard set of steps (www.qualityplanning.org.nz). Figure 8 shows these steps,
alongside the proposed SISPlan process (as set out in Figure 3).
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Figure 8
Diagram of the Structure Plan Process involving the SISPlan Framework
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The SISPlan framework is first used in the Structure Plan process after the initial background data is
gathered and distributed to the relevant stakeholders, at the first stage of stakeholder consultation
(Stage 6). At this stage in the Structure Plan process, stakeholders are asked for their input to
generate some options for the Structure Plan. It is at this consultation that the SISPlan Community
Vision and Sustainability Priorities are established, and with guidance from the experienced
Structure Plan practitioners the first performance goals, targets and indicators are set.
The Structure Planners then develop the plan options with the Community Vision, Sustainability
Priorities and Performance Goals in mind (Stage 7). This is the stage where Design Strategies are
developed as a means of achieving the goals. After feedback has been provided to the stakeholders
regarding the plan options (and Design Strategy options), the stakeholders provide further input to
fine tune the proposed plan (Stage 9). This is where they have input to setting the Design Strategies,
and choose the ones that are most feasible for the stakeholders who will be implementing them.
As the Structure Plan is being produced (Stage 10), the Design Strategy Matrix is filled in and used as
a checklist to ensure that all of the Design Strategies for achieving Performance Goals are included in
the plan.
During the implementation of the Structure Plan (Stage 11), the Design Strategy Matrix is filled in
again, this time with indicator measurements that inform about the extent to which the Design
Strategies are being implemented.
Stage 12 involves monitoring the Structure Plan, which is where the Performance Goal Matrix is
filled in. Each of the indicators in this matrix is measuring the Structure Plan’s sustainability
performance which can be used to inform the community (and other new Structure Plans) of the
effectiveness of implementation so far.
During the 3‐5 year review of the Structure Plan (Stage 13), the Design Strategy Matrix is analysed in
conjunction with the Performance Goals Matrix to evaluate the overall success of the Structure Plan
and the Design Strategies in place. Community Priorities are examined, Performance Goals are
reviewed and Design Strategies may be altered to ensure the community is moving toward their
vision.

Summary
 The SISPlan framework is applied to the Structure Plan process from the first stage of
stakeholder consultation and continues throughout the ongoing implementation,
monitoring and review procedure to evaluate sustainability success.

4.5

Uses of the SISPlan Framework

4.5.1

Initial Planning and Design of Structure Plans

A key objective of the SISPlan framework is to make the process of preparing a successful
sustainable Structure Plan more transparent. Once established, the idea is that developers can use
existing projects to analyse, establish and use benchmarks, ultimately helping them to establish best
practice for Sustainable Development. They would be able to refer to the Design Matrix used in
other Structure Plans, and check the results to see how well the planning and actual implementation
of sustainable practices meets the targets or guidelines for design.
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As well as this, they can use the Design Matrix next to the Performance Matrix to see the extent to
which actual implementation (or non‐implementation) of the Structure Plan has succeeded in
meeting community targets and objectives. The opportunity to learn from past failures and
successes should encourage high expectations for targets and continual improvement of Sustainable
Development practices between communities in New Zealand.
4.5.2

Reviewing the Structure Plan

In the same way that the SISPlan framework is reviewed by structure planners to learn from other
Structure Plan examples, the SISPlan framework is set up to aid the ongoing review of the Structure
Plan itself. Structure Plans should be reviewed every 3 to 5 years. The SISPlan framework would aid
in the course of review by identifying what has been implemented, and to what extent, the effects
of implemented actions on sustainability performance targets, and whether performance targets are
being met. The ability to check performance will aid designers and planners in continuously
developing best practice, and will help them to identify what works well, and what doesn’t work for
the local area and type of development.
4.5.3

Informing and Encouraging the Community to be More Sustainable

The process of forming a SISPlan framework is beneficial to the community in helping them become
more sustainable, as the preparation of the matrix requires community consultation to select
objectives and targets that are specific to the local area. Simply engaging the community in a
discussion about what aspects of sustainability need to be focused upon is the first and perhaps
most important step in the passage to becoming a sustainable community.
The SISPlan framework is also a potentially a useful tool for communicating the results of sustainable
performance to the local community. Constant monitoring of the indicators and presenting regular
sets of results of these to the community would hopefully encourage the residents to continue with
current commitments or take more action towards becoming sustainable. Preparing a set of
community indicators has been known to bring a community closer, encouraging them to work
together in making a difference to their neighbourhood (Meter, 1998).
4.5.4

Future Sustainable Development Research

The SISPlan framework is a potential focus for future research on the topic of Sustainable
Development. For example, the concept of capturing several different aspects of Sustainable
Development in one indicator is a key objective of this framework. Relatively little research has been
done on the ‘casual links’ between issues of Sustainable Development (Segnestam, 2002), and the
SISPlan framework would be a useful tool for such an analysis.

Summary
 The key users of the SISPlan framework are structure planners, local authorities, researchers
and the general public, but it can also be used by others involved in sustainable
development.


The process of preparing the SISPlan framework is just as important to users as filling out the
indicator records and communicating to stakeholders.



The framework only functions as a meaningful tool when regularly reviewed and updated.
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4.6

Summary overview of SISPlan Framework

Chapter 4 has described a conceptual Sustainable Development indicator framework for Structure
Plans (SISPlan) that has the potential to be used for a wide range of purposes relating to Structure
Plans. The SISPlan framework comprises four matrices, two matrices for deriving each of the two
indicator types: Performance Goal Indicators and Design Strategy Indicators. The main objective of
the SISPlan framework – to assist Structure Plan practitioners in the process of developing
successfully and sustainable Structure Plans – is accomplished through comparing Design Strategies
adopted by and implemented through the plan, with the Performance Goal indicators which are
measuring progress toward an overall vision established by the community.
The process for developing the SISPlan framework is specifically designed to adapt to the existing
Structure Plan process, both of which require constant monitoring and review to be effective.
The SISPlan framework has been distilled from a wide range of planning and Sustainable
Development Indicator initiatives, to make sure important aspects of sustainability are addressed in
New Zealand Structure Plans.
It is important to emphasise that the SISPlan framework is still a concept that needs more research
and development to become functional. The framework consolidates the findings of a literature
review in a way that connects directly to current structure planning practice in New Zealand. The
concept needs further development, refinement, and ‘proof of concept’ testing before being applied
to a field trial.
There is also a need for the development of core indicators that can be specifically used for New
Zealand Structure Plans.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1

Key Findings

Implementing sustainability through local scale planning is a relatively recent movement – not only
for New Zealand – but for many local (and national) governments across the world. Sustainable
Development Indicators are a common tool for monitoring sustainability at a range of scales of
development. Indicators are used to give warning signals about current trends of the environment
that, if left without response, could have serious effects. They also provide a way to measure
performance, and to enable benchmarking of best practice.
Concepts, definitions, examples and ten key lessons derived from NZ and international literature
were used to inform the development of a Sustainable Development Indicator framework for
Structure Planning in New Zealand.

5.2

Key features of the proposal

The proposed Sustainable Development Indicators framework for Structure Planning ‐ the SISPlan
framework – is derived predominantly from theme‐based frameworks, project‐based (input‐output‐
outcome‐impact) frameworks, goal‐oriented indicators, and the theories behind Pressure‐State‐
Response type frameworks.
Key features of the proposed SISPlan framework process include:


The development, monitoring and evaluation of two kinds of indicators – Performance Goal
indicators and Design Strategy indicators.



The use of matrices to show the cross cutting nature of sustainable development issues and the
indicators used to measure them.



Establishing a community vision that integrates the four sustainable well‐beings – Economic,
Social, Environmental and Cultural – that are recognized in New Zealand.



The capacity to address the place specific sustainability priorities of a community, while
providing a system that can be used for benchmarking best practice.



The ability to adapt to the current Structure Plan process in New Zealand.

5.3

Limitations of the Framework

The concept for the SISPlan framework is the product of a ten week undergraduate summer
research project involving a small team. It provides a preliminary ‘scoping’ component of a much
larger opportunity for research, development and testing. There are a number of limitations that
must be recognized in regard to the framework development:
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The framework has not been tested, nor has a full example been used to determine whether
the concept will work.



The conceptual framework does not yet provide any potential performance goals and design
strategies that practitioners and communities can use as examples or templates.



The lack of a set of core indicators for New Zealand Structure Plans limits the benchmarking
potential of the framework.



The framework does not take into consideration the sustainable behaviour of community
members when evaluating performance goals.

5.4

Outstanding Questions

There are a number of questions remaining after the preliminary study and proposal:


Would the SISPlan framework be cost effective?



Would the SISPlan framework be easy and practical to use by practitioners and stakeholders?



Does the SISPlan framework allow for a sufficiently comprehensive evaluation of sustainability
issues in a given area?



Who will manage the ongoing monitoring and evaluation of the SISPlan framework?



How does the SISPlan framework compare to other sustainable Structure Planning initiatives?



Is the SISPlan framework consistent enough to allow for benchmarking nationally?



How can SISPlan be developed to become more useful for international benchmarking?



Is the SISPlan framework effective in assisting structure planners in the process of developing
sustainable Structure Plans?

5.5

Next Steps

The study has opened new avenues for research and development of sustainability indicators for
Structure Plans.
The need for a common set of core indicators that can be used across all Structure Plans for
benchmarking purposes is frequently brought up in current literature and in local government
reports. A potential way of achieving this might be to develop a set of fixed objectives broad enough
for all Structure Plans that encompass the four ‘well beings’ of sustainability. These objectives
would come with a set of core indicators that can be used for overall benchmarking of Structure Plan
success. The core list of targets and indicators for the objectives would require refinement and
constant updating. An example of the objective and corresponding indicators are entered in the
table below. These objectives are derived from the Whistler2020 Sustainability Program, and all
content is provided as an example only.
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Table 10
Potential Structure Plan Objectives, Performance
Targets and Indicators

Fixed Structure Plan
Sustainability Objectives
SPO1: To reduce, and
eventually eliminate the
community’s contribution to
ongoing
build
up
of
substances taken from the
earths crust.

SPO2: To
eventually
community’s
ongoing
substances
society

reduce and
eliminate the
contribution to
build‐up
of
produced by

Fixed Sustainability
Performance Targets
(community to eliminate
irrelevant targets)
Examples:
‐Increase total primary energy
supply met from renewable
sources
‐Reduce the use of fossil fuels
by 50% of current levels by
2050*
Examples:
‐Reduce the greenhouse gas
emissions to 50% of 1990
levels by 2050.

Core Sustainability Indicators
(measured across all structure
plans)
Examples:
‐total primary energy supply (by fuel
type)

‐% of fossil fuel used per GDP

Examples:
‐% of greenhouse gasses produced
overall per thousand dollars of GDP

‐ Reduce the quantity of solid
waste being sent to the
landfill per thousand dollars
of GDP

‐The quantity of solid waste sent to
landfill (by weight) per thousand
dollars of GDP

SPO3: To reduce and
eventually eliminate the
community’s contribution to
ongoing
degradation
of
natural systems by physical
means

Examples:
‐To halt the decrease and try
to increase the land area
covered in native vegetation.

Examples:
‐Measurement of land area (ha)
covered with native vegetation.

‐To see an increase in the
distribution of a set of
indicator fauna species

‐Measurement of the occurrence of
a set of indicator fauna species
present.

SPO4: To reduce, and
eventually eliminate the
community’s contribution to
undermining the ability of
other people to meet their
needs

Examples:
‐ Every member of society
under the age of 18 has
access to free education

Examples:
‐ % of community population under
the age of 18 with no access to free
education

‐ Every member of society has
reasonable*
access
to
necessary healthcare

‐ % of community population
without reasonable access to
necessary healthcare

‐ Every member has access to
safe drinking water

‐ % of total community population
without access to safe drinking water

(Source Whistler 2020)

Other potential ‘next steps’ would be to carry out a pilot study that tested the framework concept
using real examples. This would require structure planners to attempt to apply the framework to a
future Structure Plan process.
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5.6

Implications for Sustainable Structure Planning

The SISPlan framework has the potential to change the way Structure Plans are developed,
implemented and monitored in the future, by incorporating sustainable development initiatives that
are among international best practice examples. The framework offers Structure Plan practitioners a
way to enhance the quality and performance of the Structure Plans they are preparing, and thus
contributes to the long term goal of Sustainable Development
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Appendix A
Local Agenda 21
(Information gathered from: Local Agenda 21 in the United Kingdom – A review of progress
and issues for New Zealand. Report by Phil Hughes – Office of the parliamentary
Commissioner
for
the
Environment.
February
2000.
WEB:
http://www.pce.parliament.nz/_data/assets/pdf_file/0013/1408/local_agenda_02_00.pdf
A successful Agenda 21 process involves:

Multi‐sectoral engagement in preparing a long term action plan based on sustainable
development;

A commitment to long‐term meaningful consultation with the community;

Strengthening participatory assessment of local social, environmental. And economic
conditions needs;

Negotiating of specific target setting to achieve local visions and goals; and

Monitoring and reporting through the use of local indicators developed and measured
by the local community.
A Local Agenda 21 strategy can be described as a strategy that is developed with the full
participation of the local community. It would include:

a vision statement identifying the main sustainability issues and aims for the area of
indicators for quality of life and the state of the environment;

an action plan of prioritized actions allocated to organizations or sectors which will
work towards these objectives; and

implementation mechanisms covering how the actions will be made to happen. How
performance and achievements will be assessed and how the strategy will be
reviewed.
Local Agenda 21 can be most related to New Zealand’s LTCCP (Long Term Council
Community Plan). The difference is that LA21 is concerned primarily with the issues of
sustainable development and the contribution of local government, through it’s functions
and services, can make resolution of these. Community planning is largely concerned with
local government functions and the role that a council can play in the resolution of local
issues. LA21 strategies try to address global issues as well as local area and community
problems, whereas community plans are concerned solely with local issues.
It is the focus on sustainable development and the principles of Agenda 21 that is the
important issue and not just having a process and strategy called Local Agenda 21. Perhaps
Local Agenda 21 strategies are better suited to Structure Planning and operating along side
the physical and spatial planning of an area, in order to meet the objectives of the LTCCP
while ensuring they are met sustainably.
There are a number of reasons why LA21 has not been as effectively used by local
authorities in New Zealand as much as other countries such as the UK, mainly to do with lack
of understanding and funding.
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Appendix B
The following bullets outline the criteria used for selecting suitable case study documents to
compare:


Developed a plan at a scale that defined one local community or neighbourhood
(larger and in less detail than a master plan but smaller than a city or district zoning
plan).



Produced a diagrammatic plan for the spatial arrangement of a local community area



Considered spatial and temporal planning (sometimes including a implementation
plan)



Focused on community objectives
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